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PLASTERER 
 
 
This is skilled work performed at the journey level in the plastering of walls, ceilings, and similar 
surfaces. 
 
Work assignments are received in the form of oral instructions, work orders, and construction drawings. 
Employees perform the full range of journey level duties from inspecting for damage and completing 
repair work to new construction. Employees also design decorative templates and perform other related 
tasks such as installing and repairing drywall, ceramic tile, and other types of decorative surfaces. 
Considerable independence is exercised in performing tasks, and supervision received is general in 
nature. Employees may act as a lead worker to instruct, train and supervise apprentices or helpers. 
Work is reviewed on occasion and is evaluated for effective and efficient utilization of materials, 
equipment and labor, and for compliance with instructions and work orders. Work may include other 
duties as assigned. 
 
I. DIFFICULTY OF WORK: 
 
Complexity of Work - Employees perform a wide range of related tasks associated with the application 
and repair of plaster including inspecting buildings for water damage and other needed plaster repairs; 
determining the cause of water damage; removing old and damaged plaster; replacing or installing 
lath, corner beads and expansion joints; cleaning and waterproofing surfaces; mixing plaster 
compounds for various applications; and applying plaster to entire new walls or patching existing walls 
and ceilings. Employees must have a thorough understanding of the principles and practices of the 
plastering trade, and must be able to read and interpret work orders and construction drawings, 
design decorative templates, and perform closely related tasks such as installing and repairing drywall. 
ceramic tile, marble, and other decorative surfaces. 
 
Intricacy of Work - Work assignments vary from rough dimensioning and fabrication of lath, corner 
beads and initial brown plaster coat to designing templates for the repair of intricate decorative cornices 
and other moldings. Employees must apply an even, true and plumb white coat of plaster, join uneven 
walls, blend together joints between sheetrock and plaster, and often must freehand the plaster in 
corners and other restricted areas of decorative moldings. The application of the finished white coat of 
plaster requires the highest finishing skills and standards of the trade. A variety of relatively simple 
hand tools are used the majority of the time, although the employees can on occasion use more 
complex tools and machinery with adjustable controls. 
 
Controls Over Work - Assignments are received in the form of oral or written work orders which usually 
only indicate the location and nature of the task. Employees are expected to independently perform 
routine work. New or unusual assignments may be accompanied by more detailed instructions. Review 
is usually accomplished through audit of completed work orders or spot-checking of completed tasks. 
 
Judgmental Demands - Employees function within work guidelines established by the supervisor. 
Within these guidelines, the majority of the employees work involves standard trade practices `in 
repairing and applying plaster, and making routine determinations of materials, techniques, and tools 
required to accomplish work assignments. The employees do make typical decisions on mixing plaster 
compounds, the quantity of damaged plaster to remove, the causes of water damage, whether to make 
a temporary or permanent repair, the thickness and finish of plaster coats, and interpretations of 
construction drawings and sketches. A limited amount of the employees time is spent in determining 
how to repair decorative plaster cornices and other moldings. This involves creating and designing the 
templates, jigs and special tools needed to accomplish these repairs. 
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II. RESPONSIBILITY: 
 
Potential - Limited potential for minor loss of materials or damage to tools and equipment. Results could 
include a marred or uneven finish, continued water damage, and having to redo projects. 
 
Care and Attention - Employees must exercise a moderate degree of visual and mental attention while 
performing the majority of their routine tasks. Very close attention is required on the evenness, plumb 
and finish of the final coat of white plaster and especially while freehanding decorative plaster repairs. 
 
III. PHYSICAL EFFORT: 
 
Intensity of Effort - Employees perform tasks such as repairing or installing lath, removing damaged 
plaster, mixing plaster, moving or setting up scaffolding, and applying and troweling plaster which 
requires walking, standing, bending, stooping and working in awkward-positions. More intensive effort 
is required while setting up scaffolding and carrying materials, although for the majority of the time, the 
employee will use moderate effort to hold a quantity of plaster on a board with one hand and trowel with 
the other. 
 
Frequency and Duration - Usually, the more intensive efforts are limited to short periods. Repeated 
efforts such as removing damaged plaster and applying new plaster generally involve limited strain. 
 
IV. WORK SURROUNDINGS AND HAZARDS: 
 
Worker Surroundings - Employees work in a variety of buildings and facilities characteristic of state 
agencies and campuses. Some outside work may be involved, and employees are regularly in contact 
with and exposed to dust, dirt, grime and usual shop conditions. 
 
Hazardous Conditions - Employees are exposed to very limited hazardous conditions which could 
involve minor hand and arm injuries due to normal construction/remodeling site conditions. 
 
V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS: 
 
Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities - Considerable knowledge of the standard practices, materials, and 
processes of the plastering trade. Skill in the use of tools used in the trade. Ability to follow oral and 
written instructions. Ability to plan and supervise the work of helpers. 
 
Minimum Education and Experience - High school or General Educational Development diploma and 
two years of experience in the construction or patching of plaster walls; or an equivalent combination of 
education and experience. 
 


